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Abstract: In our document understanding project ALV we analyse incoming paper mail in the
domain of single-sided German business letters. These letters are scanned and after several
analysis steps the text is recognized. The result may contain gaps, word alternatives, and even
illegal words. The subject of this paper is the subsequent phase which concerns the extraction
of important information predefined in our “message type model”. An expectation driven partial
text skimming analysis is proposed focussing on the kernel module, the so-called “predictor”.
In contrast to traditional text skimming the following aspects are important in our approach.
Basically, the input data are fragmentary texts. Rather than having one text analysis module
(“substantiator”) only, our predictor controls a set of different and partially alternative
substantiators.
With respect to the usually proposed three working phases of a predictor — start,
discrimination, and instantiation — the following differences are remarkable. The starting
problem of text skimming is solved by applying specialized substantiators for classifying a
business letter into message types. In order to select appropriate expectations within the
message type hypotheses a twofold discrimination is performed. A coarse discrimination
reduces the number of message type alternatives, and a fine discrimination chooses one
expectation within one or a few previously selected message types. According to the
expectation selected substantiators are activated. Several rules are applied both for the
verification of the substantiator results and for error recovery if the results are insufficient.
Keywords: natural language analysis, expectation-driven analysis, text skimming, document
analysis, document understanding
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21. Introduction
Document understanding is a process of interpretation whereby the extraction of information of
distinct levels is performed. Two main levels can be distinguished. Some analysis phases
concentrate on the document image data (pixels) and extract layout as well as structural
information, e.g., segmentation, text recognition, and image-based logical labeling. Other
phases focus on complex graphical objects and the recognized text of a document and extract
contentual information, e.g., text-based logical labeling, analysis of text and graphic.
In many existing document analysis systems the primary goal is the recognition of text within
scanned paper documents (e.g., [Baird et al 86], [Hull et al 92]), or sometimes the
identification of logical portions of the document (e.g., [Nagy et al 92], [Story et al 92]), such
as the recipient of a letter or the title of a paper. Moreover, applications in mail distribution
systems also require an understanding of addresses (e.g., [Palumbo & Srihari 86], [Prussak &
Hull 91]).
Our document understanding project ALV (German acronym for “Automatic Reading and
Understanding”) goes far beyond this level of information and builds a bridge between
recognition and comprehension of text ([Dengel et al 92a], [Dengel et al 92b]). ALV takes as
input single-sided paper documents of machine-printed business letters written in German. The
overall goal of document understanding in ALV is the extraction of important information. One
information is the class of a business letter in terms of message types, such as “order” or
“complaint”. Furtheron, important informations are the sender and the recipient, and in case of
an order, the articles ordered, their prices and quantities. Based on such information we do a
notification via e-mail. Other potentially applications are intelligent filing and retrieval or
support of workflow management.
Because much of the important information is transmitted as text in a business letter,
approaches for text understanding have to be integrated. In the research field of document
understanding the use of existing natural language processing approaches for “semantic” text
analysis is problematic due to the following two facts. First, today there exists no complete
semantic analysis system which can handle real text as found in business letters. Existing
systems mostly operate only on small text parts, like a few sentences, or are often restricted to a
very small application context. Recently, this problem is attacked by enhancing such systems
with shallow analysis features resulting in a combined bottom-up and top-down approach ([Rau
& Jacobs 88], [Lehnert et al 91], [Hobbs et al 92], [Hu et al 93]). Second, existing text
analysis systems usually require complete and correct text input (one exception: [Jackson et al
91]). But these approaches do not have to take care of problems which are caused by text
recognition, such as gaps, word alternatives or even illegal words. A robust system must
contend with such input or at least tolerate it.
Because of the explained problems of a complete understanding we apply a partial text analysis
which is called “text skimming”. Ideas on expectation driven text skimming have already been
proposed by [DeJong 82], [Lebowitz 85], [Mauldin 91], [Hayes 92]. But the respective
systems extract important information from complete and correct electronic documents, only.
However, this shallow analysis of the text seems as a reasonable approach tackling the
problems caused by poor text recognition results.
The principle of text skimming within ALV is introduced in the next chapter. Afterwards the
central control component, called “predictor”, is described whereby its working phases are
explained in detail. In the following the usage of the analysis results is mentioned. Finally, a
conclusion shows the main differences between our text skimming approach and others.
32. Text skimming in ALV
Our partial text analysis for the extraction of important information operates on text recognition
results, character and word hypotheses, which may contain alternatives, gaps, and illegal
words. Some recognition errors are tackled in a preprocessing step by text-based segmentation.
Thus hypothesized words are resegmented, e.g., “bestellen:” into “bestellen” and “:”, or
“Haus-” and “boot” into “Hausboot”. This results in additional word hypotheses.
The main part of partial text analysis is done incrementally starting with previously instantiated
logical objects like “recipient” or “letter body”. Since the text in logical objects varies from well-
structured text (e.g. the addresses) to free natural language text (e.g. in the letter body) specific
requirements arise and necessitate several analysis approaches (substantiators). The skimming
approach in ALV serves as control mechanism for a shallow analysis of the whole business
letter, especially the letter’s body. Fig. 1 shows the components of text skimming in ALV.
PREDICTOR
actual contextMessage Type Model
Lexicon
Set of
Substantiators
Document
. . .
lexical
view
Fig. 1: Concept of Text Skimming in ALV.
The lexicon ([Hoch & Kieninger 93]) contains full forms and stem forms of words. Full forms
are necessary for the requirements of text recognition. Some semantic information is given in
form of clustered words, such as all names of customers, or all words oftenly contained in
specific logical objects. This grouping is a partitioning (not necessarily a disjoint one) of the
whole lexicon and each group of words is called a “lexical view”. Also the words are supplied
with a basic meaning by lexical views referring to conceptual dependency-forms (CD-form, see
[Schank 72]), such as agent, object or action. In addition, specific CD-forms are used for
defining lexical views containing synonyms, such as the view “bestellen” (German for “to
order”) which comprises words like “bestellen”, “ordern”, “anfordern”, etc.
The substantiators are the analysis components actually operating on the document text. They
cover a wide range of different analysis techniques, such as statistically based information
retrieval methods ([Hoch & Dengel 93]), keyword and pattern (surrounding context of key
words) matching techniques ([Schmidt 93]), and island parsing approaches ([Kirchmann 93],
[Malburg & Dengel 93]). Each substantiator is appropriate for special tasks of analysis,
according to the text structure of logical objects, and to the kind and quality of extracted
information. During their analysis all substantiators use the partitioned lexicon to get necessary
4word information, e.g. to check lexical views. If necessary for the work of the substantiators,
the words are analyzed morphologically by MORPHIX ([Finkler & Neumann 88]) to obtain the
word stem and the morphological information.
In the message type model ([Gores & Bleisinger 92]), knowledge about different types of
business letters is hierarchically organized. On the one hand, this knowledge comprises the
important part of information searched for which can be either obligatory or optional.
Information items are, for example in an order, the products or the prices of the products,
respectively. On the other hand, semantic and syntactic constraints as well as control
information for the predictor are included. Common control items are priority factors for the
importance of the targeted information, an ordering of the targeted information within a
document, or names of substantiator classes which are applicable. Basis of the expectation´s
representation are enhanced CD-forms. Message elements are build upon these; message types
are a set of message elements. In Fig. 2 a short example of the message type model is shown.
(action-slot
;;control info;;
(semantic-constraints ´(LV-action))
(syntactic-constraints ´(LV-verbphrase))
(need-substantiator ´(Sub1 Sub2))
(expected-locations ´(body))
;;important info;;
(phrase-found) ;;text is instantiated here
)
Aspects of Slots
(me-order
;;control info;;
(importance’((action.1)(agent.1)(object.1) )
(order ’((action . 1) (agent . 2) (object . 4) (date
(quantity . 3) (unit-price . 5)(total . 6)))
(expected-locations ...)
;;important info;;
(action )
(agent )
(object )
(date )
...)
(MT-order
;;control info;;
(importance ’((me-order . 1) (me-sender . 2) (me-recipient . 2) (me-date . 2)))
(order ’((me-order . 1) (me-sender . 1) (me-recipient . 1)(me-date . 1)))
(implicite-ref ’(MT-confirmation MT-change-order MT-cancel))
(explicite-ref ’(LV-order-action))
(element-induced-activation ’( ... ((action LV-order)(object LV-product) ... me-order)..)
(rule-opt ’(if (not (slot-boundp (agent me-order)) ;; optional rule setting
 (setf (agent me-order) (last-name sender)) ;; agent of the order action
)
;;important info;;
(me-sender)
(me-recipient)
(me-date)
(me-order)
)
Information Slots of a Message Element
Message Elements of a Message Type
Fig. 2: Example of message elements and types.
The control component predictor uses the predefined message type model as a knowledge base
describing what information is important (expectations). It creates the internal actual context
containing all instantiated message elements and message types which are derived from analysis
results yielded by the substantiators (text context) as well as pending expectations (expectation
5context). The predictor first predicts the information searched for and second, the place
searched in (e.g., logical object, specific position in a logical object). This is done according to
both the specifications in the message type model and the actual context. The predictor performs
a goal-oriented activation of substantiators, based on the predictions, thereby giving hints about
the information searched for, and the place searched in. The substantiator results are returned to
the predictor for further consistency tests and for the integration into the actual context.
3. The Predictor
Up to now, we gave an explanation of the text skimming concept in ALV as well as the lexicon
component, the set of substantiators and the message type model. In the following, we discuss
the behavior of the predictor and its actual context in more detail.
3.1 Predictor Concept
One major problem of expectation driven text analysis is the search for the starting point. The
sole information which the system has at the beginning, is the set of all possible expectations
given by all message types of the model. This initial set is too large to be of any help; therefore,
no helpful expectations can be generated and the predictor has to overcome the so called starting
problem. The way this is done in ALV is explained in Section 3.2.
After the predictor has set up a starting point for the analysis, it is able to generate several
expectations about which kind of information might appear in the text. Because there are still
many alternatives, the predictor has to discriminate among them in an efficient way until one
expectation is chosen. This expectation corresponds to one message type — and in rare cases to
a few. The discrimination phase of the ALV-predictor is discussed fully in Section 3.3.
After the discrimination is done, one substantiator is activated and the information found is
passed to and examined by the predictor. When the predictor has detected text elements
matching expectations, the data structure representing the outcome of the analysis — the text
context — is build or enlarged. If the text elements found do not satisfy the expectation, the
predictor performs an error recovery. These tasks are done in the instantiation phase which is
proposed in Section 3.4.
Through consecutive calls to one or more substantiators all expectations of one message type
are being tried to be instantiated. Thus, repeating discrimination and instantiation, the document
is analyzed.
In the following the three phases of the predictor are explained in more detail and their
interaction is shown in Fig. 3.
3.2 Start phase
In the previous section we have introduced the starting problem which has to be solved by
cutting down the possible alternative expectations. This section describes different approaches
to attack this problem: first the predictor activates special tools (substantiators) and secondly it
performs, if necessary, a start discrimination using advanced data structures.
Being embedded into the document analysis system in ALV, it is possible to use previously
extracted information for the classification of documents. With the substantiator InFoClas
([Hoch & Dengel 93]) working on textual information in combination with logical labeling
results, documents are classified based on statistics. This is done according to message type
specific word lists defined in the message type model, a letter database, and word frequency
statistics for German texts.
6Another possible solution for the classification task is the use of a keyword search and an
advanced pattern search. (For details of the pattern match idea see for example [Hayes et al
88]). Therefore, the appropriate patterns have to be defined for each message type in the model.
The classification leads to a recommendation about what kind of message type the analyzed
document is. The result, a list of pairs of a message type and the probability of its occurrence in
the document, is passed to the predictor. The message type with the highest peak value above a
threshold value is used first by the predictor to build proper expectations. In this way, only the
expectations which are part of the hypothesized message type are relevant for the ongoing
analysis. The predictor stores the probability list for later use, since the next best classified
message type is used in case of a faulty classification.
Having done this preliminary work, the set of expectations about what type the document is and
what its contents are, can be reduced drastically. For most documents in our test set the
message type with the highest probability is really the type of message in the analyzed
document. This enables the predictor to start the analysis with the expectations constrained to
the right message type.
If the probabilities of all message type hypotheses are lower than a given threshold value, the
predictor cannot benefit from the classification. Then a repeated start discrimination and start
instantiation is applied up to a level of restricting the expectations to some or even one message
type. Thereby advanced data structures like discrimination trees are used (proposed in the
FRUMP system [DeJong 79]). The concept of the start phase is shown in Fig. 3.
start discrimination
(discrimination trees)
start instantiation
(temporary results)
special substantiators for
document classification
start
phase
discrimination
phase
instantiation
phase
ok
not ok
Fig. 3: Predictor concept and start phase in detail.
Our discrimination trees are constructed via control information given in the message types. The
discrimination trees are constructed to set up significant expectations, so that by their
occurrence in the text a document can be classified. All expectations not useful for this strong
classification are ignored. An example of a special structural view of the message type model is
shown in Fig. 4.
7root
actions
agents
objects
order deliver offer
customer
own_product
MT-order
. . .
. . .
nodes
...
action
searched at
. . .
lexical views
searched for
Fig. 4: Discrimination Tree for Actions.
The initial step of start discrimination begins at the root nodes of the discrimination trees, where
the predictor has to decide which tree to use. This is done empirically using the most
encouraging discrimination tree first. Heuristics included are to prefer textual over layout
information, to prefer well recognized text, to prefer special words (e.g. verbs) and so on.
In the case of using the discrimination tree for actions, the first prediction generated asks the
substantiators to search an action, i.e. a verbal phrase with the lexical view “action”. This
prediction is a disjunctive combination of the expectations given at the subnodes of the root.
For example, given order, deliver, and offer as subnode expectations, all subsets of the lexical
view “action”, a verbal phrase with the lexical view “order”, “deliver” or “offer” is searched.
The result of the substantiator called with this combined expectation is matched by the predictor
with any expectation at the action nodes. Afterwards, matched results are temporarily
instantiated in the start instantiation. In the next step the subnodes of the matching node are
used to generate an expectation about the agent of the indicated action. Thus start discrimination
and start instantiation descend the tree, predicting the expected actions, agents, objects, and so
on.
Result of the start discrimination, whether done with the special classification tools or the
conventional way, is always the restriction from the possible expectations of all message types
to the expectations of one or a few message types. At this point the predictor can start the
process of instantiating expectations of selected message types performing first a discrimination
between these expectations. This is described in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
3.3 Discrimination phase
After the start discrimination the expectation context is cut down to one or a few message types,
corresponding to several expectations per message type activated. The text context is empty if
the start discrimination was done by classification, or consists of the text in the document
leading to the classification if done using the discrimination trees.
Start discrimination works on the high level of the whole message type model to reduce the
expectations to one or a few message types. Now the tasks of discrimination is done on basis
of the actual context, i.e. the text already found and the pending expectations generated. It is
splitted in a coarse discrimination and a fine discrimination. The goal of coarse discrimination is
to identify one message type being relevant for further document analysis. The goal of fine
discrimination, done at the level of message elements, i.e. usually “inside” the activated
message type(s), is to identify one message element for extracting information.
Coarse discrimination is performed if expectations of more than one message type are still in
question or the activated message type is not appropriate. Remember, the discrimination phase
8alternates with the instantiation phase until the whole document is analyzed. Therefore coarse
discrimination is performed either after the start phase or after the instantiation phase. If during
analysis the message type activated cannot be verified, or additional message types are
discovered in the document the coarse discrimination must start again.
The activation of a message type happens in either of two ways: explicitly by very important
items (phrases, layout or logical objects) or implicitly by such special items found in the context
of an already activated message type. Explicit activation is performed during the coarse
discrimination if significant items are found in the document. Since this activation is based only
on a small analyzed portion of the document, it may be only partially correct. With the
mechanism of implicit activation it is possible not only to correct misactivations, but also to
recognize documents containing more than one message type by activating the related ones. The
implicit activation is started by the predictor using the activated message types´ control
information pointing to related message types.
Fine discrimination is performed immediately after the start phase if one message type is already
identified. Also it is done after coarse discrimination if more than one message type was
hypothesized, or after the instantiation phase if another expectation of the actual message type
has to be selected for instantiation.
In our model the message elements of each message type have an associated order value
concerning their arrangement in a typical document as control information. By using this value
similarly structured documents can be analyzed efficiently, calling the substantiator with the
expectations of the message type according to the order values. But this is only possible during
fine discrimination. Document structures differing from this given order require more
computational work to be analyzed by the predictor.
Alternatively, the predictor can build expectations, so called discriminants, according to the
sequence set up by the tree-like representation of the message type model, the so-called
message tree. Especially relevant to prune the message tree is the message element’s control
information importance. The disadvantage of the discrimination based on the message tree
pruned is the disregard of the order control information.
To benefit from both order and importance control information without giving up the goal of a
robust document analysis, our predictor uses a combination of both approaches. Thus the
predictor is able to analyze documents with structures varying from the one set up in and
preferred by the message type model through the order control information. The discriminant
build is constructed using the combination of the expectations in question yet.
The predictor finishes the loop of discrimination and instantiation if no discriminant can be built
anymore. This happens first if a successful analysis results in an instantiated message type
containing the document´s important information. Secondly, this happens if the activated
message type cannot be verified and no new one is predictable, thus the analysis fails.
If a discriminant is constructed it is used in the instantiation phase as an expectation for guiding
substantiators and filling the actual context. This is described in the following section.
3.4 Instantiation phase
The starting point for an instantiation phase is the expectation discriminated before. According
to the control information of this expectation in the message type model, a substantiator is
selected for extracting information from the document’s text. Also on the basis of control
information, the predictor generates predictions both for the required information and for the
search area within the document. Then, the predictor activates the chosen substantiator with the
predictions as parameters.
9The activated substantiator analyzes some text of the document at hand and returns the result to
the predictor. The answer produced by the substantiator is examined by the predictor with
regard to restrictions in the initial expectation which are syntactic and semantic constraints as
well as special rules. Such rules are categorized either default, optional or obligatory. After the
substantiator’s call, mainly two different situations are possible: first the substantiator’s
analysis was successful and second the substantiator has created no result or the answer
returned was unacceptable.
If the analysis was successful and the extracted information matches fully with the constraints
of the predefined expectation, the predictor enlarges the text context of the actual context. This
is done by simply entering text fragments found or corresponding CD-forms in the appropriate
place of message elements. If the answer comprises more than the expected information, e.g.
expecting “action:order” and receiving “action:order” and “agent:customer_x”, the predictor
attempts to enter all this information found. If the answer does not match fully, the predictor
tries to generate an entry of the analysis result as a partial instantiation of the expectation. This
can be problematic because the prediction was not really fulfilled.
Following the instantiation the obligatory rules must be applied and are used to check for sound
instantiation and consistency.
After a successful instantiation, a new prediction of one expectation is build by the
discrimination phase, if possible, and instantiation begins again. The skimming task stops if no
new predictions can be established.
If the analysis of the substantiator fails, that means a partial match is too bad or no answer is
returned, an error recovery has to start. First the predictor tries to activate alternative
substantiators, if possible, in order to obtain an acceptable result.
If these substantiator calls also cannot produce the expected result, the predictor tries the
application of rules defined for the expected information. Here all three classes of rules are
relevant. At first, default rules are used to serve unsatisfied expectations with a default value,
e.g. the city name of the recipient in our case defaults to “Kaiserslautern”.
(rule-def ’((if (not (slot-boundp (city me-recipient)))
 (setf (city me-recipient) ’kaiserslautern))))
If no default rule is defined, the predictor can assign values to expectations from related
message elements and message types using optional rules. For example, if the customer of an
order is not identified within the letter body, then the sender of the letter will be used as the
value for the customer using the optional rule
(rule-opt ’((if (not (slot-boundp (agent me-order)))
 (setf (agent me-order) (last-name me-sender)))))
To check the values for consistency, obligatory rules are applied. Our example rule tests,
whether the agent of the order equals the last name of the sender or the subscriber.
(rule-oblig ´((or (eq (agent me-order) (last-name me-sender))
(eq (agent me-order) (last-name me-subscriber)))))
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As an abbreviation, obligatory rules can be defined for both testing the values and calculating
new values for unbound slots. The test performed produces an error, if none of the conditions
are satisfied.
The instantiation of any expectation with rules is attached a value of uncertainty. This expresses
the fact, that instantiations yielded by rules are less certain than instantiations yielded by
substantiator calls.
If neither the instantiation with substantiators nor the application of rules produced the awaited
results, the predictor checks this failure’s consequences. If the unsatisfied expectation was a
necessary expectation according to its control information, the analysis cannot proceed with the
current expectation context or has to be cancelled. Otherwise a new discrimination phase is
activated, leaving the previous expectation unsatisfied. The result of the new discrimination is a
new expectation for instantiation, either contained in the same or in a modified actual context.
The modification is due to changing activated message types. If no new expectation can be
generated, the skimming process stops without any completely instantiated message type.
4. Usage of the analysis results
The results of the predictor’s analysis are in case of success one or more (partial) instantiated
message types classifying the analyzed letter (see Fig. 5). All important information expected is
instantiated, either directly by substantiator calls or indirectly using rules. If the analysis
process has stopped because essential information could not be found, the result consists of
partial instantiated expectations only, which are usually too uncertain for any postprocessing.
(MT-order
{*control info*}
....
{*important info*}
(me-sender)
(me-recipient)
(me-date)
(me-order)
(action-slot
(phrase-found “bestellen”)
...
(agent-slot
(phrase-found “siemens”)
...
(object-slot
(phrase-found “Bericht”)
...
bestellen
siemens
Bericht
(me-order
...
(agent )
(actiont )
(object )
)
Fig. 5: Instantiated message type.
With successfully instantiated message types, that means with the extracted information of
business letters, a further postprocessing is performed. Using the analysis results of the
recipient address an electronic notification of incoming business letters is done, including the
11
forwarding of the identified message type and the extracted information in the sense of a letter
abstract. The classification results and the extracted information can also be used for an
automatic indexing of documents filed. Thus the working amount for mail distribution and
archiving is reduced.
Moreover, additional analysis results can be utilized, for example in case of an order, the
products, their prices and quantities can be automatically checked against a product database.
Thus, the generation of partial answers for some types of business letters is possible, for
example the confirmation of an order.
5. Conclusion
Text analysis as a part of paper document analysis has to meet specific requirements. On the
one hand, text analysis is performed on real natural language texts, and, on the other hand, the
input text contains gaps, word alternatives, and even illegal words. In order to handle these
problems it seems reasonable to perform an expectation driven partial analysis in order to
extract predefined important information.
Obviously, a partial analysis has the drawback of loosing information in the text under analysis.
But a shallow text analysis or skimming is an excellent way to overcome the imperfections of
the text recognition results and to identify important information.
In general, the architecture of our expectation driven partial text analysis comprises the message
type model specifying the important information as well as control information, the set of
substantiators for different analysis tasks, and the control module predictor. This architecture
shows a strict separation between the predictor and the substantiators. The architectures of other
proposed systems, such as FRUMP ([DeJong 82]) or RESEARCHER ([Lebowitz 85]),
involve only one substantiator which is strongly connected with the predictor. In this way, our
analysis flow is more flexible and our system is easily expandable with additional substantiators
applying different methods or doing new analysis tasks.
Any of the three working phases of our predictor comprises new features. The starting problem
is solved by applying specialized substantiators, namely a statistics-based classifier and, in near
future, a pattern matcher. This is a new and effective way to choose from the whole model a
message type as a starting point for further expectation driven analysis. Additionally, the
solution of the start problem as done in the FRUMP system, which has been realized on the
basis of discrimination trees, is incorporated in our system.
Our discrimination phase is structured into distinct steps, the coarse discrimination among
message types and the fine discrimination among message elements of one or a few message
types. During discrimination we use control information of both order and importance of
message elements within a message type. In this way, we combine two approaches.
In the instantiation phase, the error recovery is done in a skilful way by activating alternative
substantiators or by using rules specified in the message type model. On the basis of rules the
predictor can assign default entries or can calculate new entries from other results for the
expectation.
Up today, all parts of the ALV skimming concept are prototypically implemented. The message
type model specified comprises five message types, the lexicon developed contains more than
8000 entries, whereby only for a set of 50 very important words semantic information is
attached. Substantiators fully implemented are the statistically based classifier, the pattern
matcher as well as the address parser based on a semantic grammar and an island parsing
strategy. Additionally, island parsing for the subject part and the letter body are currently under
investigation and these implementations are nearly completed.
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All phases of the predictor are implemented, but only in a rudimentary form. In such a manner,
we can do first tests for the applicability of the whole skimming concept. Momentarily, the
predictor is being extended and its intended performance (for a detailed description see [Gores
& Bleisinger 93]) will be achieved soon.
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